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The Legend of King Arthur and His Knights

2013-04-08

king arthur is a legendary british leader who according to medieval histories and romances led the
defense of britain against saxon invaders in the early sixth century the details of arthur s story are
mainly composed of folklore and literary invention and his historical existence is debated and
disputed by modern historians the sparse historical background of arthur is gleaned from various
sources including the annales cambriae the historia brittonum and the writings of gildas arthur s
name also occurs in early poetic sources such as y gododdin the legendary arthur developed as a
figure of international interest largely through the popularity of geoffrey of monmouth s fanciful
and imaginative 12th century historia regum britanniae history of the kings of britain however
some welsh and breton tales and poems relating the story of arthur date from earlier than this
work in these works arthur appears either as a great warrior defending britain from human and
supernatural enemies or as a magical figure of folklore sometimes associated with the welsh
otherworld annwn how much of geoffrey s historia completed in 1138 was adapted from such
earlier sources rather than invented by geoffrey himself is unknown although the themes events
and characters of the arthurian legend varied widely from text to text and there is no one
canonical version geoffrey s version of events often served as the starting point for later stories
geoffrey depicted arthur as a king of britain who defeated the saxons and established an empire
over britain ireland iceland norway and gaul in fact many elements and incidents that are now an
integral part of the arthurian story appear in geoffrey s historia including arthur s father uther
pendragon the wizard merlin the sword excalibur arthur s birth at tintagel his final battle against
mordred at camlann and final rest in avalon the 12th century french writer chrétien de troyes
who added lancelot and the holy grail to the story began the genre of arthurian romance that
became a significant strand of medieval literature in these french stories the narrative focus often
shifts from king arthur himself to other characters such as various knights of the round table
arthurian literature thrived during the middle ages but waned in the centuries that followed until
it experienced a major resurgence in the 19th century in the 21st century the legend lives on not
only in literature but also in adaptations for theatre film television comics and other media the sir
james knowles version of king arthur is considered as the most accurate and well known original
story of king arthur and the knights of the round table

The Story of King Arthur and His Knights

2021-09-02

le morte d arthur is at its core a story of the life of king arthur and the knights of the round table
the central themes of destiny identity and the ideal quest drive the tales which move from the
formation of arthur s england through its tragic demise interspersed throughout the story are a
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variety of colorful characters and circumstances which illustrate the important moments in the
history of his kingdom at the beginning of the epic uther pendragon is king of all england he lusts
after igraine wife of the duke of tintagil they eventually conceive a child together named arthur
who is raised by a surrogate family and is prophesized by the sorcerer merlin to become high king
and to unite the kingdom chaos ensues after the death of uther and the throne remains empty
until a young arthur pulls the sword excalibur from a stone which makes him king of all england
naturally there is dissention among the other lesser kings who think arthur is unworthy of his
position this leads to war and young king arthur prevails meanwhile arthur learns his true
identity and accepts his fate unfortunately he has already conceived a child with his half sister the
child mordred is destined to destroy arthur and his kingdom in the meantime king arthur
establishes a code of ethics for the knights of the round table which helps maintain the peace of the
kingdom until it is unfortunately divided from within

Legends of King Arthur and His Court

1904

the image of arthur has haunted the poets and writers of western europe for nearly nine centuries
and there is no sign of an end to the reign of the once and future king the author aims to show the
diversity of those legends of arthur and to illustrate the ways in which poets and writers created
new stories around the great heroes or told the same story in different ways

La Morte D'Arthure

1889

a stunning retelling of the classic tales of king arthur by award winning team of author siân lewis
and illustrator graham howells this luxurious colourful hardback edition includes all of the famous
tales of king arthur the quest for the holy grail merlin s dream and the battle of camelot

La mort d'Arthure. The history of king Arthur and of the
knights of the round table, compiled by sir T. Malory, ed. by T.
Wright

1858

the legends of king arthur and his knights is a collection of legends and myths about legendary
british king arthur his castle and court camelot his noble knights of the round table and many
more king arthur is a legendary british ruler who according to medieval histories and romances
led the defense of britain against saxon invaders in the late 5th and early 6th centuries ad the
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details of arthur s story are mainly composed of folklore and literary invention the prophecies of
merlin and the birth of arthur the miracle of the sword and stone and the coronation of king
arthur the sword excalilur the war with the eleven kings the adventure of the questing beast
king arthur drives the saxons from the realm the battles of celidon forest and badon hill king
arthur conquers ireland and norway slays the giant of st michael s mount and conquers gaul the
adventures of sir balin sir balin smites the dolorous stroke and fights with his brother sir balan the
marriage of king arthur and queen guinevere and the founding of the round table the adventure
of the hart and hound king arthur and sir accolon of gaul king arthur conquers rome and is
crowned emperor the adventures of sir lancelot du lake adventures of sir beaumains or sir gareth
the adventures of sir tristram of lyonesse the quest of the sangreal and the adventures of sir
percival sir bors and sir galahad sir lancelot and the fair maid of astolat the war between king
arthur and sir lancelot and the death of king arthur

Legends of King Arthur

2001

the exploits of king arthur and his knights in britain

The Story of King Arthur

2020-09-22

out of dark and violent centuries legends of a great leader arose king arthur became one of the
most famous figures in british literature during the dark ages britain was without a king and the
land was divided death and destruction reigned over the land as power hungry overlords armed
themselves and fought against their fellow countrymen evelyn wolfson examines both legend
and historical fact surrounding king arthur and the dark ages in the british isles

The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2023-11-16

king arthur is the legendary british monarch of the late fifth and early sixth centuries he was the
subject of many medieval histories and romances and purportedly headed the defence of britain
against the saxons in the sixth century a fantastic retelling of this famous tale the legends of king
arthur and his knights will appeal to those with an interest in arthurian legend and would make
for a great addition to any bookshelf sir james thomas knowles 1831 1908 was an english architect
and editor james knowles was born in london the son of architect james thomas knowles and
himself trained in architecture he designed amongst other buildings churches houses and mansions
a house club a garden however his preferences led him simultaneously into a literary career in
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1860 he published the story of king arthur

The Boy's King Arthur

1880

king arthur is a legendary british leader of the late 5th and early 6th centuries who according to
medieval histories and romances led the defence of britain against saxon invaders in the early 6th
century including arthur s father uther pendragon the wizard merlin arthur s wife guinevere the
sword excalibur arthur s conception at tintagel his final battle against mordred at camlann and final
rest in avalon lancelot and the holy grail to the story began the genre of arthurian romance that
became a significant strand of medieval literature in these stories the narrative focus often shifts
from king arthur himself to other characters such as various knights of the round table

The story of king Arthur and his knights of the round table,
compiled by J.T.K. [from Malory's Morte d'Arthur].

1862

king arthur is a legendary british leader who according to medieval histories and romances led the
defense of britain against saxon invaders in the early sixth century the details of arthur s story are
mainly composed of folklore and literary invention and his historical existence is debated and
disputed by modern historians the sparse historical background of arthur is gleaned from various
sources including the annales cambriae the historia brittonum and the writings of gildas arthur s
name also occurs in early poetic sources such as y gododdin the legendary arthur developed as a
figure of international interest largely through the popularity of geoffrey of monmouth s fanciful
and imaginative 12th century historia regum britanniae history of the kings of britain however
some welsh and breton tales and poems relating the story of arthur date from earlier than this
work in these works arthur appears either as a great warrior defending britain from human and
supernatural enemies or as a magical figure of folklore sometimes associated with the welsh
otherworld annwn how much of geoffrey s historia completed in 1138 was adapted from such
earlier sources rather than invented by geoffrey himself is unknown although the themes events
and characters of the arthurian legend varied widely from text to text and there is no one
canonical version geoffrey s version of events often served as the starting point for later stories
geoffrey depicted arthur as a king of britain who defeated the saxons and established an empire
over britain ireland iceland norway and gaul in fact many elements and incidents that are now an
integral part of the arthurian story appear in geoffrey s historia including arthur s father uther
pendragon the wizard merlin the sword excalibur arthur s birth at tintagel his final battle against
mordred at camlann and final rest in avalon the 12th century french writer chretien de troyes
who added lancelot and the holy grail to the story began the genre of arthurian romance that
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became a significant strand of medieval literature in these french stories the narrative focus often
shifts from king arthur himself to other characters such as various knights of the round table
arthurian literature thrived during the middle ages but waned in the centuries that followed until
it experienced a major resurgence in the 19th century in the 21st century the legend lives on not
only in literature but also in adaptations for theatre film television comics and other media the sir
james knowles version of king arthur is considered as the most accurate and well known original
story of king arthur and the knights of the round table

The Birth, Life, and Acts of King Arthur

1893

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work
is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting
preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that
are true to the original work

Mythology of King Arthur and His Knights

2014-07-01

the author explores the mystery that surrounds the famous king arthur

The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2017-11-08

king arthur is a legendary british leader who according to medieval histories and romances led the
defense of britain against saxon invaders in the early sixth century the details of arthur s story are
mainly composed of folklore and literary invention and his historical existence is debated and
disputed by modern historians the sparse historical background of arthur is gleaned from various
sources including the annales cambriae the historia brittonum and the writings of gildas arthur s
name also occurs in early poetic sources such as y gododdin the legendary arthur developed as a
figure of international interest largely through the popularity of geoffrey of monmouth s fanciful
and imaginative 12th century historia regum britanniae history of the kings of britain however
some welsh and breton tales and poems relating the story of arthur date from earlier than this
work in these works arthur appears either as a great warrior defending britain from human and
supernatural enemies or as a magical figure of folklore sometimes associated with the welsh
otherworld annwn how much of geoffrey s historia completed in 1138 was adapted from such
earlier sources rather than invented by geoffrey himself is unknown although the themes events
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and characters of the arthurian legend varied widely from text to text and there is no one
canonical version geoffrey s version of events often served as the starting point for later stories
geoffrey depicted arthur as a king of britain who defeated the saxons and established an empire
over britain ireland iceland norway and gaul in fact many elements and incidents that are now an
integral part of the arthurian story appear in geoffrey s historia including arthur s father uther
pendragon the wizard merlin the sword excalibur arthur s birth at tintagel his final battle against
mordred at camlann and final rest in avalon the 12th century french writer chretien de troyes
who added lancelot and the holy grail to the story began the genre of arthurian romance that
became a significant strand of medieval literature in these french stories the narrative focus often
shifts from king arthur himself to other characters such as various knights of the round table
arthurian literature thrived during the middle ages but waned in the centuries that followed until
it experienced a major resurgence in the 19th century in the 21st century the legend lives on not
only in literature but also in adaptations for theatre film television comics and other media the sir
james knowles version of king arthur is considered as the most accurate and well known original
story of king arthur and the knights of the round table

The Legends Of King Arthur And His Knights

2018-10-17

the publishers have asked me to authorise a new edition in my own name of this little book now
long out of print which was written by me thirty five years ago under the initials j t k in
acceding to their request i wish to say that the book as now published is merely a word for word
reprint of my early effort to help to popularise the arthur legends it is little else than an
abridgment of sir thomas malory s version of them as printed by caxton with a few additions from
geoffrey of monmouth and other sources and an endeavour to arrange the many tales into a more
or less consecutive story the chief pleasure which came to me from it was and is that it began for
me a long and intimate acquaintance with lord tennyson to whom by his permission i dedicated it
before i was personally known to him james knowles

The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2021-04-20

offer an overview and a number of examinations of arthur s fortunes this work reveals the role of
fortune itself often personified and consistently instrumental in accounts of arthur s court and
reign it traces the trajectory of the arthurian legend and follows the turning of fortune s wheel
emphasizing the flourishing of the legend
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The History of King Arthur and the Quest of the Holy Grail

1886

considered to be the most accurate and well known original story of king arthur and the knights
of the round table amazon com

The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2008-06

twelve stories from the days of king arthur and the knights of the round table

The Mystery of King Arthur

1987

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character
recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are
images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy

The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2021-04-19

in these wonderfully illustrated tales renowned storyteller howard pyle carries us back to the
enchanting world of king arthur and his round table the book chronicles the adventures of arthur
as he draws the sword excalibur from the anvil proving his right to the throne and as he courts
and wins the heart of guinevere later he suffers the treachery of the wicked morgana le fay and
witnesses the tragic fate of the enchanter merlin in pyle s classic retelling the legends come alive
in unsurpassed vividness more powerful than any of merlin s spells the story of king arthur and
his knights has enthralled and delighted generations of readers fascinated by chivalry magic and
the unforgettable drama of medieval times

La Mort D'Arthure

1858
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an immortal story of chivalry treachery and death told anew for our times the legend of king
arthur has retained its appeal and popularity through the ages mordred s treason the knightly
exploits of tristan lancelot s fatally divided loyalties and his love for guenevere the quest for the
holy grail now retold by peter ackroyd with his signature clarity charm and relish for a good
story the result is not only one of the most readable accounts of the knights of the round table but
also one of the most moving

The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2016-08-14

the legends of king arthur have permeated our culture who hasn t heard of the round table
camelot or excalibur queen guinevere lancelot or merlin these larger than life figures have grown
from their historical roots to mythological status

The Fortunes of King Arthur

2005

a retelling of the adventures and exploits of king arthur and his knights at the court of camelot and
elsewhere in the land of the britons

The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2004

king arthur is a legendary british leader of the late 5th and early 6th centuries who according to
medieval histories and romances led the defence of britain against saxon invaders in the early 6th
century the details of arthur s story are mainly composed of folklore and literary invention and
the roles of historical figures who might have provided the basis for some of these legends are
debated and disputed by modern historians

Tales of King Arthur

1985

king arthur king arthur is a legendary british leader of the late 5th and early 6th centuries who
according to medieval histories and romances led the defence of britain against saxon invaders in
the early 6th century the details of arthur s story are mainly composed of folklore and literary
invention and his historical existence is debated and disputed by modern historians 2 the sparse
historical background of arthur is gleaned from various sources including the annales cambriae the
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historia brittonum and the writings of gildas arthur s name also occurs in early poetic sources such
as y gododdin wikipedia

The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2016-06-21

the legend of king arthur is told in ten tales

The Story of King Arthur and His Knights

2006-09-05

the legend of king arthur founder of camelot and wielder of excalibur was born of disputed
historical fact folktales and romantic literary invention compiled by geoffrey of monmouth in the
twelfth century and edited by sir james knowles in the nineteenth these stories begin with
merlin s prophecies of arthur s birth we follow the king from the fellowship of the round table to
the quest for the holy grail and into war with sir lancelot of the lake

Morte D'Arthur

1868

recounts arthur s chief adventures including his becoming king his marriage to guinevere and his
benevolent but troubled reign over england

The Death of King Arthur

2011-06-02

ashe offers convincing proof that arthur not only existed but was more like the arthur of legend
than historians ever suspected

Return of King Arthur British and American Arthurian
Literature since 1800

1983
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The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2020-11-21

The Story of King Arthur and His Knights

2005

Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2019

The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2018-06-21

The Legends of King Arthur and His Knights

2012-04-10

Tales of King Arthur

2004

The Romance of King Arthur and His Knights of the Round
Table

1926

La Mort D'Arthure

1866
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The Legends Of King Arthur And His Knights by James
Knowles Illustrated Edition

2021-04-20

The Story of King Arthur

1994-09-09

The Discovery of King Arthur

1985
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